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the Regicides hypocritically appealed, refused its sanction, though Parliament might be imagined to contain the King's bitterest enemies. His partisans had left the Commons seven years ago, and their seats were bestowed on Roundheads. This packed House had to be reduced from 500 to 46 by military pressure before it would consent to the trial of the King, and then it passed the Bill by a majority of six; and when the remnant of Roundhead Lords threw it out, their action had to be ignored. The ordinary judges naturally refused to touch the business. Of the 135 Commissioners specially appointed to form the tribunal, barely half could be got to take their seats, and only 59 to sign the death-warrant. The execution is difficult to justify on any system of morality. It certainly had no sanction of law or popular consent. It left its perpetrators with no alternative but ten years of military despotism, and discredited every political and religious principle that they had once fought for.
It has been defended on grounds of political necessity. The defence is valid to those who think it necessary for the Army to impose its will on England and for Cromwell to rise to supreme power. It has some force with those who believe Charles to have been an utterly faithless man, , incapable of abiding by any settlement to which he gave assent and quick to find conscientious reasons for breaking his word. It is not possible to accept such a view of the King. His methods of treating for a settlement had been exasperating and deceitful; but they had been those of a desperate man fighting against attempts to make him sign some agreement he could not in honour observe. If he had been the slippery politician that he is sometimes represented, he could have taken any one of the dozen chances that had lately offered and signed an agreement (as, for instance, Henrietta had urged jijrfl to do) only to repudiate it by force or fraud. There are signs that, by refusing to do so, by delay and argument and prevarication,, "he had arrived ia sight of a settlement with Parliament

